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Vision: ARL provides world class boundary 
layer research to protect people, the 
environment, and commercial activities from 
atmospheric risks by improving scientific 
understanding that benefits society.
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Mission

• To study and understand the physical and 
chemical, short- and long-term processes that 
occur in the boundary layer. ARL investigates the 
transport, mixing, exchange, and transformation 
properties of energy, moisture, trace gases, and 
particles, and provides inputs to atmospheric 
models and forecast operations that are vital in 
improving prediction accuracy and timeliness. 

• Primary applications of our research include 
emergency response, homeland security, air 
quality, weather forecasts and climate outlooks, 
and commerce and transportation.
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ARL Values 

ARL staff conduct their duties with the 
highest integrity, working each day to 
achieve excellence in the service of our 
nation.
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ARL is the oldest NOAA Research Laboratory

• 1948: Special Projects Section of 
U.S. Weather Bureau

• Notable ARL scientists: Drs. Frank 
Gifford, Steve Hanna, Gary Briggs, 
Lester Machta, Bruce Hicks

• Meteorological expertise shared 
across Federal agencies

• Atmospheric factors were very 
important to emerging issues of the 
1940s, 1950s, and 1960s

• Cold War & Nuclear Arms Race
• Nuclear energy: safety
• Air pollution
• Climate change

1992, Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society
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NOAA Role

Emily Menashes 
was announced 
as OAR’s new 
DAA and 
Programs and 
Administration 
in March 2022
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Role in OAR
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ARL Divisions

Atmospheric Sciences 
Modeling Division (ASMD) 

College Park, MD, 

Established to determine the location of 
Soviet nuclear tests

Atmospheric Turbulence & 
Diffusion Division (ATDD)

Oak Ridge, TN

Established to provide specialized meteorological 
support for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(production of weapons-grade nuclear materials 
for atomic bombs)

Special Operations & Research 
Division (SORD)

Las Vegas, NV
Idaho Falls, ID

Provides specialized meteorological support 
for the Nuclear Weapons Test Site near Las 

Vegas and for nuclear power generation 
studies at Idaho National Laboratory

(initially, a site for above-ground nuclear tests)

Consolidated organization with intramural projects that cross divisions and leverage 
scientific, engineering, administrative, technical, and IT expertise
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ARL Staffing Composition

2016: inner band
2021: outer band
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Federal Staff Diversity

2016: inner band
2021: outer band
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ARL Leadership Diversity

2016: inner band
2021: outer band

Federal Management Gender Diversity

2016: 6 Federal Managers (all male)

2022: 6 Federal Managers (2 female; 4 male)
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Funding Profile
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ARL External Partnerships (Financial)

ARL
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Facilities

Facility Name Location Status Square 
Footage

% of Total Owned or 
Rented by ARL

ATDD
Atmospheric 

Turbulence and 
Diffusion Division

Oak Ridge, 
TN Owned by NOAA 16,573 100%

ASMD Headquarters College Park, 
MD

Rented 
(GSA managed) 8,937 23%

SORD – ID Field Research 
Division Idaho Falls, ID Rented 

(GSA managed) 13,681 100%

SORD - NV
Special Operations 

and Research 
Division

Las Vegas, NV Owned by DOE 2,385 ----
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Scientific Research Themes
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Theme: Surface Atmosphere Exchange

Understanding the processes and 
environmental variables that control 
surface-atmosphere exchanges, and 
translating this understanding into 
more accurate model 
parameterizations, is a vital research 
activity that leads to improved 
weather, climate and air quality 
predictions.
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Theme: Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion

ARL’s research on the main 
processes that drive the transport and 
dispersion of substances in the 
atmosphere is crucial to improve the 
quality of our modeling tools. These 
tools are used extensively for 
emergency response. In addition, 
investigations of the transport and 
dispersion of chemicals in the 
atmospheric boundary layer can lead 
to new insights and improvements in 
weather modeling.
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Themes: Boundary Layer Characterization

ARL measures a number of different 
variables (wind speed, temperature, 
etc.,) to characterize the 
atmospheric boundary layer. This 
data on the surface and near surface 
weather and climate conditions is 
used to improve the accuracy of 
atmospheric models and other 
forecast and prediction tools.
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Performance Measures

A measure of the novelty, soundness, accuracy, and reproducibility 
of a specific body of research. It refers to the merit of research and 
development within in the scientific community.

A measure of how well a specific body of research supports NOAA’s 
mission and the needs of users and the broader society. It primarily 
refers to the value of research and development to users beyond the 
scientific community.

A measure of both effectiveness (the ability to achieve useful 
results) and efficiency (the ability to achieve quality, relevance, and 
effectiveness in a timely fashion and with little waste). It refers to the 
effectiveness and efficiency with which research and development 
activities are organized, directed, funded, and executed.

Quality

Relevance

Performance
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Quality: Peer-reviewed Publications (FY2016-2021)

• ARL staff published over 260 
Journal Articles or 
Publications

• ARL’s institutional                
H-index = 34
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Trend varies with field study responsibilities of publishing scientists.
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Quality: Peer-reviewed Publications (Citations)

• Top-cited ARL publication (~2500)
• Stein, A. F., Draxler, R. R., Rolph, G. D., 

Stunder, B. J. B., Cohen, M. D., & Ngan, 
F. (2015). NOAA's HYSPLIT Atmospheric 
Transport and Dispersion Modeling 
System. Bulletin of The American 
Meteorological Society, 96(12), 2059-
2077. Doi:10.1175/Bams-d-14-00110.1
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Quality: Leadership and Service

• Leadership Roles, Advancing 
State of the Science:

• Convener, Planetary Boundary Layer 
Workshop 

• Chair, AMS Committee Meteorology 
and Oceanography of the Southern 
Hemisphere 

• Member Interagency Council For 
Advancing Meteorological Services 
(ICAMS) Subcommittee on 
Atmospheric Transport

• Exec Comm, National Coordinated 
Soil Moisture Network 

• Leadership Roles, Expanding 
reach and community breadth

• Intelligence Community Academic 
Research Postdoctoral Associate

• Chair, AGU’s Honors and Recognition 
(H&R) Committee

• Chair, DOE Meteorological Sub-
Committee (DMSC) 

• WMO - Global Atmospheric Watch 
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Quality: Awards and Recognitions

• NOAA Awards
• Administrator’s Awards 

• NAQFC 
• Locust forecasting

• NOAA Bronze Medal 4 times 
• Mercury Research
• COVID-19 response
• GEFS-aerosol

• Technology transfer award 
• HYSPLIT 

• Outstanding scientific paper
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Relevance: NOAA OAR Strategy

OAR’s four goals reflect what OAR 
desires to achieve, where to focus 
activities, and ultimately, how to 
improve OAR’s ability to deliver 
NOAA’s future.
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Relevance: ARL alignment with OAR Strategy
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Relevance: Mentoring and Succession Planning

• Mentorships
• More than 21 formal ARL interns, 

many at the graduate level
• Interns from NOAA Cooperative 

Science Centers
• UA-Huntsville Student Balloon 

Experiment 
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Performance: Collaborations and partnerships

• GEFS-Aerosol – FENGSHA dust 
emission algorithm 

• CSL, GSL, NESDIS, NWS/EMC partnership
• SPLASH - Study of Precipitation, the 

Lower Atmosphere and Surface for 
Hydrometeorology (SPLASH).

• PSL, NSSL, GSL, GML, NWS, CU Boulder, 
CSU, NCAR, DOE/LLNL

• Boundary Layer Workshops (GSL/ARL)
• International snow measurement 

research
WMO Solid Precipitation Intercomparison 
Experiment (WMO-SPICE): more than 10 
international agencies or universities 

• Mesonet campaigns
• USNRC, AFTAC, US Forest Service

• Locust Forecasting
• UN Food and Agriculture Organization
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Transitions

• Transition, critical to NOAA’s mission, is achieved through 
advancing Readiness levels (RLs)
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Transitions – Surface Atmosphere Exchange

• 2021 upgrade to NAQFC
• CMAQ 5.3.1
• GBBEPx wildfire emissions
• GFSv16 meteorology
• New optimized meteorology coupler
• FENGSHA dust emissions
• Bi-directional ammonia
• Upgraded Leaf Area Index, 

Green Vegetation Fraction

• CMAQ upgraded from 4.6.5 in 
2016 to 5.3.1 in 2021

Other Products
• FENGSHA dust emission 

algorithm 
• Two chemistry/lateral 

boundary condition 
updates

• Annual emissions updates

• Wildfire emissions

More than 10 Atmospheric Exchange deliverables 
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Transitions – Atmospheric Transport & Dispersion 

• 11 HYSPLIT deliveries 
to improve radiological 
tracing and source 
estimation

• Ensemble forecast 
meteorological data to 
VAAC analysts for 
HYSPLIT-based 
volcano emergency 
response applications.

• Test ensemble forecast 
simulations of wildfires

• Operational Locust 
Forecast product

• Updated 
meteorological drivers 
for NWS HYSPLIT 
applications 

• High resolution 
ensemble forecast 
meteorological data 
operationally available 
to WFO analysts

24 Distinct HYSPLIT Improvements 
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Milestones & Transitions – Boundary Layer Characterization

• Six new USCRN stations 
in Alaska

• Standardized soil 
moisture dataset 

• Gridded Soil Moisture 
product

• Drought Indices 
• Standardized Soil 

Moisture Product to 
assist with drought 
monitoring

• SPICE - Automated 
instruments for measuring 
snow

• USCRN Official Precipitation 
Algorithm 

• 7 coding, software, quality 
assurance, or ingest 
improvements to enhance 
USCRN data usage

• Data from multiple 
mesonets used to improve 
WRF mesoscale modeling

21 Boundary Layer Measurement or Data Delivery Improvements 



    

Actions taken from 2016 Review - Overarching 

Response # Action Item Status as of March 2022
Overarching Recommendations
1.1 Hire two new federal employees for HYSPLIT group. Completed. Hired 2 federal employees.

1.4 Teach HYSPLIT course at U. of MD. Mentor undergraduate and graduate students 
through the U. of MD Maryland Earth Science Applications (MESA).

Completed. New HYSPLIT course provided 
online with attendance open to anyone and 
student participation encouraged.

1.6

ARL will review its mentoring and training approaches to determine whether more can be 
done to increase the pool of potential successors having the required skills. ARL will also 
consider career ladder positions for new hires so that increasing responsibilities do not 
require recompetition of positions. ARL will consider the use of Temporary promotions and 
internal details to expand the number of qualified leaders in the organization.

Completed. Mentoring and training approaches 
more formalized. Career ladder positions and 
details implemented.

1.7
ARL will hire a contractor to serve as the communication specialist that will closely interact 
with OAR Communications and the Formulation and Congressional Analysis Division to 
highlight ARL’s research activities at the appropriate Government level.

Completed. Communications & Outreach 
Specialist hired.

1.8 Continue fostering relationship with JPSS, GOES-R community.
Completed. Received JPSS funding to build 
emergency modeling capability to respond to 
volcanic ash.

1.9 Develop procedure manual for replication of met monitoring networks. Not complete.

1.10

Reach out to universities (e.g. U. of MD. / U. of FL / Penn State) to leverage basic research 
and incorporate new science. Take advantage of interagency agreements with DOE and 
reach out to other federal agencies that are end users of the HYSPLIT modeling system 
(e.g. DOD, EPA, USFS, etc.) to increase resources available for model development.

Completed. Close interaction with NIST, 
UMD. and PSU to develop new 
parameterizations for HYSPLIT. 
Collaborations with other federal agencies 
are ongoing.

1.11 ARL will consider consolidating several research projects so that more critical ones may be 
better supported. This will be done as part of the future ARL strategic planning process.

Completed. Developed tracers of opportunity 
project bringing new focus to the 
consolidated measurement and modeling 
efforts.
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Recommendations for Atmospheric Dispersion and Boundary Layer Characterization Research Area

2.1

ARL is adding performance measures in the OAR 
Annual Operating Plan that are directly related to the 
services provided to ARL stakeholders (NOAA, DOD, 
DOE, EPA, WMO, academia, national and international 
research community).

Completed. Five performance measures in FY22 related to products 
transitioned to stakeholders.

2.3
ARL is investigating opportunities to have all ARL 
divisions involved in the planning and experiment 
design of future phases of Project Sagebrush.

No longer applicable due to retirements of key personnel in Idaho. 
Western divisions have been consolidated as SORD.

2.5 ARL is already working on updates to HYRad that 
include making it more portable. Completed. Updates to HYRad finished.

2.6 see Action 2.3 + leveraging with NIST, DOE, and 
DOD.

Completed. Leveraged assets with NIST and DOD to use known 
sources as tracer of opportunity to evaluate the HYSPLIT model. 

2.8
Develop a prototype of a smoke dispersion 
ensemble based on SREF or the future ensemble 
meteorological model run operationally by NWS.

Completed. Product is available on ARL’s Ready web page.

Actions taken from 2016 Review
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Recommendations for Atmospheric Chemistry and Deposition Research Area

3.2 ARL is organizing a chemistry summit with ESRL to establish future 
collaboration.

Completed. The summit was a success and new research 
activities were identified and initiated post-summit. e.g. NGGPS.

3.6
Codify and document in greater detail ARL’s QA/QC protocols and 
assemble a comprehensive set of QA’d/QC’d data from each of the three 
ARL AMNet sites.

Completed. Assembled data from the three AMNet site 
mentioned. NADP’s QA/QC protocols are well documented and 
apply to this dataset.

3.8 Explore options for nitrogen and mercury measurement studies in 
locations of mutual scientific significance

Completed. Explored options for co- located nitrogen and 
mercury measurement studies through participation in OAR’s 
Oceans Portfolio and through discussions of ARL’s ongoing 
scientific engagement in the larger, collaborative field studies. 

3.10 Relevance of ARL’s chemistry research will be further explained in future 
planning and guidance documents.

Completed. ARL’s CY21-26 strategic plan introduced Surface-
Atmosphere Exchange as a research theme.

3.11
ARL to devote resources to NGGPS emissions. In particular, we will 
collaborate with ESRL scientists to test new emissions algorithms for 
aerosols into the FV3 system.

Completed. ARL has active collaborations with ESRL in the 
evaluation of the aerosol parameterization included in FV3.

3.12 Investigate other monitoring sites and networks as targets of opportunity to 
expand long- or short-term mercury measurement activities

Completed. ARL conducted mercury measurements on Hart 
Miller Island for OWLETS.

3.13 Seek out new opportunities and research funding streams for mercury

ARL’s CY21-26 strategic plan identifies mercury as one of 
several compounds that can be measured at key supersites. 
Mercury observations now leverage existing supersites at the 
NOAA baseline observatories in Barrow, AK, and Mauna Loa, 
HI.

Actions taken from 2016 Review



    

Recommendations for Climate Observations and Analyses Research Area

4.2
Since the Lab Review, ARL has obtained a senior-level climate scientist, 
through a reassignment, who will help coordinate ARL’s climate 
program.

Completed. A senior climate scientist has been 
transferred to ARL.

4.4
ARL is in the development stage of adding gridded data of all of the 
USCRN measured parameters that will useful to the NOAA water center, 
NIDIS and the climate community.

Completed. Maps depicting the percentage of 4-km 
grid cells that match soil properties from at USCRN 
stations both with and without vegetation have 
been produced.

4.5
ARL is taking a short term and long term approach within budget 
constraints. In FY17 ARL began purchasing new GOES transmitters that 
will need to be in place at all USCRN stations by 2025.

Ongoing. ARL has invested in transmitters for 
USCRN and we are well on our way to having the 
entire network changed over to the new 
transmitters by 2025.

4.6
ARL will continue to work with NCEI and CDC to develop web based 
products using the USCRN observations to develop indices related to 
health and drought.

Completed. Web-based products for soil moisture 
are available via drought.gov

4.11 There have been two additional papers published in FY17 and ARL 
scientists are also actively involved with completing the final report.

Completed. Several peer-reviewed papers for WMO 
Solid Precipitation Inter-comparison Experiment 
have been published.

Actions taken from 2016 Review

ARL implemented the vast majority of recommendations from the 2016 review. 
The lab’s 2021-2026 strategic plan, concerted efforts to address staffing, and 
consolidation of western divisions are prime examples of positive outcomes.
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Discussion and Clarifying Questions




